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ABSTRACT
Dynamic software product lines demand self-adaptation of their behavior to deal with runtime contextual changes in their environment and offer a personalized product to the user. However, taking user preferences and context into account impedes the manual configuration process, and thus, an efficient and automated procedure is required. To automate the configuration process, context-aware recommendation techniques have been acknowledged as an effective mean to provide suggestions to a user based on their recognized context. In this work, we propose a collaborative filtering method based on tensor factorization that allows an integration of contextual data by modeling an N-dimensional tensor User-Feature-Context instead of the traditional two-dimensional User-Feature matrix. In the proposed approach, different types of non-functional properties are considered as additional contextual dimensions. Moreover, we show how to self-configure software product lines by applying our N-dimensional tensor factorization recommendation approach. We evaluate our approach by means of an empirical study using two datasets of configurations derived for medium-sized product lines. Our results reveal significant improvements in the predictive accuracy of the configuration over a state-of-the-art non-contextual matrix factorization approach. Moreover, it can scale up to a 7-dimensional tensor containing hundred of configurations in a couple of milliseconds.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic Software Product Lines (SPLs) provide configuration options to adjust a software system at runtime to deal with changes in the users’ context [17]. To enable such a dynamic configuration, several semi-automatic and automatic approaches have been proposed in previous work [14]. Nevertheless, the applicability of these approaches is still limited. In particular, for SPLs with a huge exponential configuration space they have shown to be infeasible. On the one hand, although semi-automatic approaches require many tasks to be carried out manually by decision makers. Consequently, decision makers must know a lot of detailed, technical information about the features and the context. However, decision-makers usually lack such knowledge, which often leads them to invalid configurations and an increase in configuration time. On the other hand, automatic approaches do not require any user intervention, checking the consistency of a large set of configurations can also be non-trivial. Therefore, due to the computational complexity of the task, scalability and performance concerns are an issue when facing runtime environments. To overcome these issues, suboptimal automatic approaches have been proposed that perform well for large SPLs. However, these approaches may generate a set of resulting suboptimal configurations. Thus, as a complementary solution, we propose a context-aware recommendation technique to automatically prioritize features and self-configure SPLs at runtime. Recommendation techniques have become essential to efficiently filter the huge amount of SPL variants and support the configuration of personalized products [34–36]. In recommender systems, user preferences may be inferred from consumption patterns from other users (a technique known as Collaborative Filtering (CF)). However, most model-based CF techniques such as Matrix Factorization (MF) [21] do not provide a straightforward way of integrating context data (i.e., features’ non-functional properties (NFPs) [6]) into the model. The use of MF turns the SPL configuration problem into a sparse two-dimensional matrix in which we have no contextual information and very few selected features from previous users that must be used to compute feature predictions [34]. Although this approach works fine in static contexts, in dynamic contexts the system needs to be constantly reconfigured to deal with changes in the environment. Therefore, in this paper, we present an N-dimensional Tensor Factorization (TF) [19] approach that dynamically and proactively adapts the feature selection according to the context of the running applications (e.g., availability of resources and current user needs) while avoiding unexpected behavior.
In particular, we are interested in whether and how good such a technique can be to support the SPL self-configuration at runtime. To this end, we formulate the following three research questions that guide us in evaluating our approach.

- **RQ1.** How effective does an N-dimensional TF recommender system support the SPL self-configuration compared to others state-of-the-art contextual recommender techniques?
- **RQ2.** How accurate is a context-aware TF recommender system compared to a state-of-the-art non-contextual recommender?
- **RQ3.** How long does it take, on average, for a TF recommender system to self-configure a complete valid product?

To answer these questions and prove the applicability of our approach, we present an empirical study on two subject systems: a laptop and a library product lines\(^1\). Both product lines take various contextual information into account, such as by whom, when, and where the laptop and library are used. To address RQ1, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach based on interactive recommendation updates against four state-of-the-art context-aware reduction-based approaches\([36]\) and a random configuration of features as baseline. To address RQ2, we compare the results from our proposed context-aware TF approach with a state-of-the-art non-contextual MF approach\([34]\). Finally, since recommender systems are frequently intended to work on very large datasets, the performance of the recommender is essential. Thus, for RQ3, we investigate how fast is our proposed technique.

Our results reveal that the quality of our contextual TF-based approach improves against the non-contextual MF-based approach up to 37\% in terms of the F-Measure metric. We also compare our approach to other state-of-the-art context-aware approaches and show that they present quite similar results regarding the quality of recommendations. Finally, we show that our proposed approach is able to guarantee a fast response time.

Overall, we make the following three contributions:

1. We adopt a tensor-based recommender system tailored for the SPL configuration scenario in which we explicitly take the user’s context into account.
2. We target a challenge in the field of dynamic SPLs, which is the efficient self-configuration by interactive recommendation updating.
3. We conduct extensive experiments on two medium-sized product lines to evaluate our proposed approach.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the relevant preliminary background. Section 3 gives an overview of related work. Section 4 presents our approach. Subsequently, Section 5 describes the design of the performed experiments and Section 6 discusses the experimental results. In addition, Section 7 further discusses threats to the validity of our results. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.

## 2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide basic information about dynamic configuration of SPLs and recommender systems, as they play a pivotal role for our approach, proposed in Section 4.

---

\(^1\)The product lines and the configuration datasets can be found at [http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~jaulves/PROFILE/](http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~jaulves/PROFILE/).

---

### Dynamic Configuration of SPLs

An SPL is a set of software systems that share a common set of components (called features)\([37]\). A feature is an increment in functionality or a system property relevant to stakeholders\([18]\). SPL techniques allow to explicitly configure a variable set of features to build personalized products (a.k.a. variants). The automatic process of building personalized products from an SPL is known as self-configuration. Dynamic SPLs are software systems in which self-configurations occur at runtime.

Extended Feature Models (EFM) describe variability in terms of system’s functional and non-functional properties (NFP)\([6]\). Specifically, it defines mandatory and optional features, as well as their NFPs and relationships\([18]\). As an example, consider the simplified EFM in Figure 1. While mandatory features (e.g., windows) are present in all products of the product line, optional features (e.g., automation) define specific points of variation, thus, allowing the instantiation of different products. Note that, in our example, some features constitute states (e.g., open) to easily exemplify our approach. However, in our case study, we use real system features in their actual sense. We rely on EFM to describe adaptation rules. Adaptation rules explicitly define under which circumstances a reconfiguration should take place. Contexts can be either numeric (e.g., temperature) or categorical (e.g., weather). Furthermore, multiple contexts can be associated to the same feature. In addition, Cross-Tree Constraints (CTC) add further feature and contextual interdependencies to the EFM, thus, restricting the selection of non-directly connected optional features and (or) contexts, e.g., access-rights → close. Overall, all relationships in the model define how features can be combined to obtain a valid configuration.

### Recommender Systems

Recommender systems deal with challenging issues such as the personalization of products\([12]\). Their goal is to alleviate the problem of information overload that also occurs when configuring products of an SPL. In this paper, we focus on the most common class of latent, factor-based CF algorithms, i.e., matrix and tensor factorization, that gained popularity due to their good accuracy and scalability\([19, 20]\). Basically, with these algorithms, products are personalized based on previous consumption patterns from past users. For instance, for the dynamic configuration of SPLs, we use data from previously selected features to self-configure a product over changes in the environment.

In MF, a configuration matrix \(X\) is factorized into a product of two other matrices\([21]\). Formally, given a feature model and a set of valid configurations, a configuration matrix \(X\) and its factorization is represented as follows:

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
c_{11} & c_{12} & \cdots & c_{1m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
c_{n1} & c_{n2} & \cdots & c_{nm}
\end{bmatrix} = P_{n \times h} \cdot Q_{h \times m}
\]

where \(X\) is defined as the set of configurations \(X = \{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}\) (i.e., the previous configurations plus the current partial configuration); and selected features are encoded as 1, deselected as 0, and undefined features as -1. In addition, \(P\) is a latent matrix of configurations and \(Q\) a latent matrix of features, \(n\) is the number of configurations in \(X\), \(m\) the number of features, and \(h\) is the number of latent dimensions. The matrices \(P\) and \(Q\) are used then to make
predictions for undefined features. In summary, this algorithm factorizes a matrix $X$ into two matrices such that when you multiply them you will get back the original matrix.

Although MF can be used successfully in many static environments, in dynamic environments additional contextual variables come into play. For instance, for our example in Figure 1 the contextual variables: weather conditions, temperature and time play an important role in defining a configuration. Therefore, the system should dynamically self-reconfigure the features at runtime to meet the current user's context. To achieve this goal, the two-dimensional matrix is turned into a multidimensional tensor and feature predictions are done by using TF, an N-dimensional extension of MF.

The use of TF can provide recommendations based on multiple dimensions that go beyond the typical two dimensions (i.e., users and features) used in MF [19]. The order of a tensor is the number of dimensions, i.e. the number of relevant contextual information. In the example given in Figure 2, the usual two-dimensional $User \times Feature$ matrix is converted into a three-order tensor $User \times Feature \times Weather$. The intuition behind using TF to support the self-configuration of dynamic SPLs is that there should be some latent features that determine how to configure a product at runtime. Hence, if we can discover the set of latent features from a current configuration through the user-specified context, we should be able to predict the configuration for a specific user (i.e., the characteristics associated with the user, the feature, and the context should match among them). TF takes advantage of most of the benefits of MF, such as fast prediction computations as well as simple and efficient optimization techniques. For more information of this algorithm, we refer to Section 4.2.

3 RELATED WORK

In previous work, we studied six different CF recommendation algorithms to support the SPL configuration process and showed that MF outperformed the others [34, 35]. Similar to our approach, the previous approach computes feature predictions for a current configuration from an active user based on a set of previous configurations from past users. While in previous work we proposed the single use of binary data from previous configurations to generate personalized recommendations [34], in this work we use a generalization of MF (known as TF) to address contextual information, and thus, self-configure a product at runtime. Our aim is to take advantage of the same principles behind MF [34] to deal with N-dimensional contextual information. Moreover, in this paper, we treat missing entries (unknown features interest) as -1, instead of assuming these entries as 0 (deselected features), which would introduce a bias against unobserved features. Then, the approach of regularized TF proposed in this paper follows by optimizing the observed values in the configuration tensor.

We previously proposed a context-aware reduction-based approach [36] to reduce the problem of N-dimensional $User \times Feature \times Context$ recommendations to the traditional two-dimensional $User \times Feature$ recommendation. It uses traditional CF and average similarity (AS) approaches to predict features' interest based only on previous configurations data related to the current user-specified non-functional requirements. For example, to recommend a laptop to a gamer, this approach uses only the data from previous users which has high processing laptops. Although reduction approaches lead to more relevant data for calculating unknown features interest, they also lead to fewer data used in this calculation based only on the configurations with the same or similar context. Thus, to improve the quality of the recommendations, we incorporate a multidimensional recommendation technique (i.e., TF) so that it allows the specification of contextual data in the form of a tensor. Therefore, the TF approach we propose here has three main advantages compared to our previous reduction-based approach. First, there is no need for pre-filtering or post-filtering of the data based on context since TF uses all the available data to model users and features. Second, it provides a computational simplicity. Instead of relying on a sequence of techniques, TF relies on a single and less computationally expensive model. Third, it provides capabilities to handle N-dimensional data. The TF approach generalizes well to an arbitrary amount of contextual information. In Section 6.1, we empirically study the tradeoff between a reduction-based approach and a TF approach.

Several authors have proposed exact and approximate optimization approaches to automatically support the statical and dynamic self-configuration of SPLs [1, 14, 23, 30, 31]. Statical approaches have focused on techniques to derive product configurations in a single step (e.g., [4, 5, 15, 16, 22, 24, 32, 41, 45, 47]). In static approaches, features are selected based only on product requirements and human desires. Nowadays, this may not be enough due to context changes that without reconfiguration would lead to context violations. Thus, dynamic approaches monitors the environment and
when context changes, it dynamically adapts (self-reconfigure) its behaviour to the current situation to keep fulfilling its requirements (e.g., \cite{2, 3, 8, 9, 29, 33, 38, 40}). However, quite often it requires the optimization of multiple and sometimes contradicting objectives. Consequently, there may be a set of resulting valid configurations instead of a single one, i.e., a wide variety of feature combinations may meet the requirements. Therefore, those configurations should be prioritized before the configuration process continues. The manual prioritization of features may result in an overwhelming task. Thus, developing an automatic and effective set of prioritization is a challenging task for developers due to the complexity and dynamicity of the context. Furthermore, as the size and complexity of a software system increases, not only exact techniques but also approximated ones present scalability issues. Consequently, improvements related to effectiveness, scalability and performance are still needed. To achieve this, we propose a TF recommender system to add contextual data and thus exploit additional information to reduce the search effort to self-configure SPLs at runtime. Moreover, our approach that aims at self-configuring a single product can be complementary to these existing techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on the use of an N-dimensional context-aware TF algorithm in the SPL configuration domain, which is the main contribution of this paper as presented in details in the next section.

\section{TENSOR-BASED APPROACH}

In this section, we explain the details of how we have adapted the 2-dimensional MF for an N-dimensional TF. First, we introduce how context is specified and modeled and how we relate context to features. Afterwards, we describe details of the proposed TF approach and illustrate it by means of an example.

\subsection{Modeling Features & Context}

As an important preliminary step, we integrate context information with (de)selected features. As mentioned in Section 2, a feature model is a common way to model features and their dependencies. Moreover, extended feature models (EFM) have been proposed to assign NFPs to features. Our approach is based on the idea to make use of such EFM in order to integrate contextual information as a specific kind of NFPs (similar to \cite{39} and \cite{26}). This way, we make the context information explicit and relate it to features of the SPL. It makes possible to easily assess the context information and reason about corresponding feature selections in the configuration.

As an example, we introduce three different contexts in the feature model in Figure 1: \textit{Temperature}, \textit{Weather}, and \textit{Time}. Each context is associated with a particular feature, for instance, weather is associated with the window feature, thus, may influence whether the window is open or closed. Furthermore, each context may encompass an arbitrary number of numeric or categorical values, e.g., the weather can be \textit{sunny} or \textit{rainy}.

For our approach, we consider each context as a separate dimension in our recommendation model (note that also features and the configuration itself constitute separate dimensions), with each dimension encompassing a number of predefined numeric or categorical values. Since this may lead to a high number of dimension, we aim at minimizing our recommendation model by omitting contexts that are not relevant (i.e., which have no influence on the feature (de)selection).

To determine which properties are relevant, we apply the \textit{binary operations} of union and intersection over the set of NFP values. For example, consider a simple case of a single-attribute dimension \textit{Weather} which has only two possible qualitative values \textit{Sunny} and \textit{Rainy}. To determine the relevance of context \textit{Weather}, we first split the dataset of configurations into two sets, one containing the set of \textit{Sunny} configurations and another containing the set of \textit{Rainy} configurations. Then, for each set we perform an union operation over all selected features across all configurations (i.e., the transitive closure of all features selected in at least one of the configurations) followed by an intersection operation between the sets. Consequently, if the distributions of selected features for sunny and rainy days are the same (i.e., Conf\_flag(Sunny) \&\& Conf\_flag(Rainy) = 1), then the dimension \textit{Weather} would not matter for recommendation purposes. Hence, the weather context does not affect the configured product, and thus, the \textit{Weather} dimension can be omitted from the TF model.

Next, we explain details of our TF model and how we make use of it to automate the configuration process.

\subsection{Using TF for Self-Configuration of SPLs}

Our basic idea for applying an N-dimensional TF approach for context-aware self-configuration is to model the relevant product context by taking the interactions between users, features, and context into account. The proposed tensor-based technique is actually a context optimization method based on the set of previous configurations. For the sake of simplicity, we describe our approach for a single contextual variable \textit{C}, and therefore the tensor \textit{X}, containing the previous configurations, is a 3-dimensional tensor\footnote{We only consider third order tensors for explaining the concepts, though the generalization to an N-dimensional tensor is trivial.} \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m \times c}\), where \(n\) is the number of configurations, \(m\) the number of features, and \(c\) the number of numeric or categorical values from a relevant contextual variable.

A configuration is given as \(X \in \{0, 1, -1\}^{n \times m \times c}\), where the values 0 and 1 indicate that a user deselected and selected a feature, respectively. In addition, -1 indicates a lack of knowledge from the user regarding the feature relevance (i.e., the feature is undefined). The list of recommended features can then be learned from the set of previous configurations and contexts observed in \(X\). To this end, we apply \textit{High Order Singular Value Decomposition} (HOSVD) as shown in Figure 2, to factorize the 3-dimensional tensor into three matrices User: \(U \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_u}\), Feature: \(F \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d_f}\), and Context: \(C \in \mathbb{R}^{c \times d_c}\), and one central core tensor \(S \in \mathbb{R}^{d_u \times d_f \times d_c}\). This factorization allows to predict which features are most likely to be selected for a given context. In particular, the prediction function for a single user \(i\), feature \(j\), and context \(k\) is:

\[
Y_{i,j,k} = S_{ij} U_{i} \times F_{j} \times C_{k}
\]

such that \(Y\) approximates \(X\), i.e., minimizes a loss function \(L(Y, X)\) between the real and the predicted values. Additionally, we use a tensor-matrix multiplication operator denoted by \(\times_{T}\) where the index \(U\) shows the direction to multiply the matrix, e.g., \(T = X \times_{U} U\) is \(T_{i,j,k} = \sum_{u=1}^{n} X_{i,j,u} U_{u,i}.\)
Thus, the objective function for the minimization problem is:

$$ R[U, F, C, S] = \min(L(Y, X) + \Omega(Y)) $$

(2)

**Loss Function.** We define the loss function as:

$$ L(Y, X) = \frac{1}{||S||} \sum_{i,j,k} D_{i,j,k} \cdot l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) $$

(3)

where $D \in \{0,1\}^{n \times m \times c}$ is a binary tensor $D_{i,j,k}$ whenever $X_{i,j,k}$ is observed; and $l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k})$ is computed by the least squares loss function $l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) = \frac{1}{2}(Y_{i,j,k} - X_{i,j,k})^2$.

**Regularization.** We define the regularization function as:

$$ \Omega(Y) = \Omega[U, F, C] + \Omega[S] $$

(4)

where $\Omega[U, F, C]$ and $\Omega[S]$ are computed by the Frobenius norm [13]:

$$ \Omega[U, F, C] = \frac{1}{2} ||\|U\|_F^2 + \lambda ||F||_F^2 + \lambda ||C||_F^2 $$

(5)

$$ \Omega[S] = \frac{1}{2} ||\|S\|_F^2 $$

(6)

with $\lambda$ and $\lambda_S$ being the regularization parameters for the matrices and core tensor respectively, and $||\|_F$ represents the Frobenius norm [13]. The Frobenius norm $||U||_F$ of a matrix $U$ is given by:

$$ ||U||_F = \sqrt{\sum_{i,j} u_{i,j}^2} $$

We use the simplest algorithm to solve the optimization problem of Equation 2 which performs Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) in the factors $U_i, F_j, C_k$ and $S$ for a given tensor $X_{i,j,k}$ (see Algorithm 1). SGD is a standard algorithm for training a wide range of models in machine learning. This algorithm uses a stochastic update approach, that means we need to compute the gradients of the loss function and the objective function with respect to the individual components of the model:

$$ \partial U_i l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) = \partial Y_{i,j,k} l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) \times F_j \times C_k $$

$$ \partial F_j l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) = \partial Y_{i,j,k} l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) \times U_i \times C_k $$

$$ \partial C_k l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) = \partial Y_{i,j,k} l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) \times U_i \times F_j $$

$$ \partial S l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) = \partial Y_{i,j,k} l(Y_{i,j,k}, X_{i,j,k}) \times U_i \times F_j \times C_k $$

As an example, consider the three-dimensional cube $User \times Feature \times Weather$ shown in Figure 2 for the smart home product line in Figure 1. Assume that we want to automatically and intelligently self-configure features to an active user. As for the standard two-dimensional case, we start with an initial set of previous configurations. It has the following dimensions:

- **User**: represents all the people for whom features are self-configured in an application.
- **Feature**: represents all the features that can be self-configured in a given application.
- **Weather**: represents the weather forecast when the application is dynamically self-configured, e.g. $Weather\{Sunny, Rainy\}$.

Then, we define a function $Y_{i,j,k}$ on the recommendation space $User \times Feature \times Weather$ specifying how much feature $j$ in feature $k$ is important for a user $i \in User$ in weather $k \in Weather$. For example, the first user configured the features open window, open door, and water-on for a sunny day. A second user configured the features open window, close door, and pet-care also for a sunny day. Overall, we assume that we have the historical configuration data for the first four users in the multidimensional cube as described in Figure 2. Then, we monitor the context to detect changes that require the system to adapt. Consequently, when adaptation is required, we select and deselect all hard features that are in accordance with the adaptation rules described in the EFM. Next, the remaining features are prioritized by our algorithm and predicted until we self-configure a valid complete configuration.

Suppose that the current context for the active user Elizabeth is sunny, and thus, the relevance of the interest on features close and open door, water-on, and pet-care need to be computed. To self-configure these features for Elizabeth, the decisions should be made at runtime based in how often the specific unknown features \"?” are configured for the specific context Sunny. So, we use the Algorithm 1 to compute $Y_{i,j,k} = S \times U_i \times F_j \times W_k$, where $i = Elizabeth, \ j = \{close\ and open\ door, \ water-on, \ and pet-care\}$; and $k = Sunny, \ U_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 6}, \ F_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 2}, \ W \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 2}$, and $S \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 2 \times 5}$.

Finally, the system should self-configure the best $N$ features that make the configuration valid for the specified context. Given a predictor $Y$, the list of the top $N$ highest scoring features for a given user $u$ and context $c$ can be calculated by:

$$ Top(u, c, N) = \max_{f \in F}(Y_{uf,c}) $$

(7)
where $N$ denotes the number of features to get a valid and complete configuration. A valid and complete configuration is a configuration where each feature is defined (i.e., (de)selected) and it satisfies all functional and non-functional product line constraints. Therefore, as each top feature is selected, decision propagation strategies are applied to automatically validate the configuration where all implied and excluded features are automatically (de)selected and the remaining ones stay undefined, until we have a complete configuration (i.e., all features are defined). Due to the application of decision propagation the user will eventually come to a valid configuration. Furthermore, a complete configuration created using this process will always be valid.

5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of our approach, and thus, to answer our research questions, we conduct an empirical study. In this section, we provide details about the datasets used, the experimental protocol, and the state-of-the-art approaches we compare our proposal with. All material (e.g., EFM, datasets, results) of our evaluation is accessible at our complementary webpage\(^3\).

5.1 Target Software Product Lines and Contexts

For our study, we make use of two state-of-the-art product lines [28, 44]. In Table 1, we present five characteristics for each product line, including the number of features, number of cross-tree-constraints (CTC), an upper bound estimation of the number of valid configurations by FeatureIDE statistics [27], number of previous configurations, and number of context dimensions. Using these subject product lines, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. The effectiveness evaluates how well the proposed approach is capable of understanding the context of the users and self-configure a product at runtime.

Dell Laptop Product Line. The first subject system constitutes a publicly available dataset of laptop configurations [28]. The dataset is a dense tensor containing laptop configurations, encompassing 42 products (i.e., previous configurations) and 68 features. It is constructed as a 6-dimensional tensor representing $User \times Feature \times Usage \times Line \times Price \times Performance$. It delivers an application scenario where the four contexts (i.e., Usage, Line, Price, and Performance) are described as relations having the following attributes:

- **Usage** [Game, Play, Program, Study, Work]
- **Line** [Personal, Professional, Gamer]
- **Price** [Cheap, Medium, Expensive]
- **Performance** [Low, Medium, High]

By counting the occurrence of each entry, a tensor of size $42 \times 68 \times 5 \times 3 \times 3 \times 3$ was created.

A Dell laptop is available in all different shapes, prices, and configurations. In order to evaluate our approach, we have to analyze the influence of a varying context on the user configuration. To this end, we defined three target contexts: gamer, programmer, and kid laptops. The contextual information consists of the following specifications:

- **Gamer laptop**: The aim of the final product is to serve as a portable gaming laptop. We assume the following (informal) requirements for this context:
  - lightning-fast gaming installs and loads
  - able to play intensive games (e.g., Battlefield 4, Watch Dogs, Assassin’s Creed IV,) as well as online games (via wifi)
  - as such games require a lot of power, this laptop needs more longevity (i.e., should not run hot all the time)
  - portable yet powerful
  - high Memory (RAM) is also crucial
  - games are storage-intensive, i.e. this laptop should be able to store 20+ games (5-10 GB each)
  - should support multiple applications running at once and streaming games

- **Programmer laptop**: For this context, the customer needs a laptop with a great combination of performance and power, thus, assuming the following requirements:
  - adequate support for all programming language compilers, interpreters, local servers, and code editors
  - **Speed** is important (e.g., to program several intensive game applications), thus, a very good processor is required.
  - good amount of memory with additional storage to efficiently run local servers, compilers, code editor, and a web browser simultaneously
  - battery life is not a priority (as the laptop is supposed to be used in the office)
  - as users are supposed to spend lots of time in programming, confortable features are crucial, i.e. this laptop should provide comfortable keyboard and a large and high-resolution display (e.g., to reduce/prevent eye strain)

- **Kids laptop**: This product should serve as an entertainment laptop for kids, assuming the following requirements:
  - good wireless connection (for playing games and watching videos online)
  - lightweight and highly portable (as it is for kids)
  - longer battery life (assuming that kids use it away from standard power source)

Library SPL. For our second subject system, we derived the dataset from a library SPL [44]. The scope and purpose of this SPL is to have a library system equipped with all operations and facilities needed to provide services to its users. In general, a library has its own management system, operating environment, payment methods, network and security system. In addition, the library offers several services to its users, both, offline and online.

The library SPL consists of 74 previous configurations and 135 features. From the configurations, we constructed a 7-dimensional, dense tensor constituting $User \times Feature \times Resource Access \times Device \times Internet Connection \times Environment \times Age Range$. By counting the occurrence of each entry, a tensor of size $74 \times 135 \times 2 \times 4 \times 2 \times 6 \times 4$ was created. It delivers an application scenario where the five contexts (i.e., Resource Access, Device, Internet Connection, Environment, and Age Range) are described as relations having the following attributes:

- **Resource Access** [Digital, Phisical]
- **Device** [Mobile, Computer, Tablet, None]

\(^3\)http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~julalves/PROFIE/
To obtain a dataset of configurations, we conducted an *a priori experiment* with 37 Software Engineering and Database Master and PhD students from two universities (University of Magdeburg in Germany and Federal University of Minas Gerais in Brazil). The students were asked to solve a given configuration task\(^4\), consisting of three subtasks: (1) analyze the library feature model, (2) configure two products based on the library feature model, and (3) briefly describe the requirements specification for the created configuration.

For our evaluation, we use the whole set of generated configurations based on four contextual target environments derived from our apriori experiment: digital scientific library, digital company e-book library, software engineering research group library, and farm library. The contextual information consists of the following specifications:

**Digital Scientific Library.** It constitutes a digital scientific library of research articles and books.
- access is purely online (via web)
- allows to search by classification and keywords
- registration via email.
- enables notification about newly published titles
- no loan and renewal, as items are downloaded in PDF format
- usage is free of charge for university’s employees and students (from university network); for other users an annual fee applies
- password authentication and digital certificates for security
- reasonable security for payment data and transactions.

**Digital Company E-book Library.** It constitutes a digital library for a small company that allows to manage e-books.
- entirely free of charge with e-books used via mobile interface
- all interactions (e.g., registration, searching the library, etc.) must be possible via mobile devices
- no overdue policies or reservations (due to e-books only)
- email notification about new resources
- no specific network security measures.

**Software Engineering Research Group Library.** It serves as a small information system to track lending of books, periodicals, and monographs between members of a research group at a university.
- access for members by a specific website
- notifications on new arrivals
- web interface for log in, search & reserve resources, view account, etc.
- policy for renewing reservations ⇒ not possible if already reserved by someone else
- catalog should state fees for loss and damage of items
- fees can only be paid cash

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>CTC</th>
<th>Valid Configurations</th>
<th>Previous Configurations</th>
<th>Context Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dell laptop [28]</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&gt;154,832</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library [44]</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>&gt;273,534</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main properties of the datasets.

\(^4\)Further details about the configuration task carried out by the participants are available at http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~jualves/PROFiLE/

5.2 Evaluation Protocol
We assess the effectiveness of our approach by conducting a leave-one-out cross-validation study. Leave-one-out cross-validation involves using one configuration as the validation set and the remaining configurations \((n - 1)\) where \(n\) is the total number of configurations) as the training set. For each validation set (i.e., target configurations defined in Section 5.1), we select \(\alpha = 100\%) features from the dataset that are subject to recommendation. For example, if \(\alpha = 0.8\), we randomly give 80% of the configured features to the recommender system, while we hide the remaining features (20%). We considered different percentages, that is, \(\alpha = 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8\). Subsequently, the system automatically conduct a self-configuration of a product based on the target context defined in Section 5.1 by using the tensor-based recommendation algorithm, as well the recommendation methods introduced in Section 5.3. This is repeated 1,000 times for each dataset and target context to ensure different combinations for each validation set. Therefore, we carried out \(1,000 \times 5 \times 3\) runs on the Dell laptops dataset and \(1,000 \times 5 \times 4\) runs on the Library dataset. All experiments were conducted for each of our seven methods separately. Consequently, they give us 105,000 experiments on the Dell laptops dataset and 140,000 experiments on the Library dataset. Note that a part of the configurations from the datasets have been held out for the purpose of parameter optimization. Every parameter in this phase was validated using a 10-fold cross validation over the use of other four target contexts (i.e., office and study laptops, and city and prison libraries). Those additional experiments for parameter optimization are not counted here.

We used the *Precision* and *Recall* metrics to make a comparison between the set *Rec* of self-configured features by the algorithm and a set of relevant features *Rel* known from the oracle containing the desired configuration. Precision is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|\text{Rec} \cap \text{Rel}|}{|\text{Rec}|} \times 100\%
\]

where \(w\) represents the number of self-configured features by the algorithm to have a valid complete configuration. Analogously, recall is calculated using the formula:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|\text{Rec} \cap \text{Rel}|}{|\text{Rel}|} \times 100\%
\]

Precision states how many of the self-configured features were relevant. Recall measures what percentage of relevant features has been self-configured. Since our goal is to maximize both precision and recall, in our evaluation we use a...
measure that combines both $i.e.$ the F-Measure, defined as follows:

$$\text{F-Measure} = \frac{2 \cdot \text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

All the experiments were performed on a 2 sockets Intel Xeon E5620 @2.4GHz with 4 cores per socket and 20GB of RAM. All reported results constitute the F-Measure average of all runs.

5.3 Comparison Approaches

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach by comparing it with a random baseline recommender that simulates the performance of an uninformed user without any support from a recommender system. This method recommends randomly chosen non-selected features, indicating the minimal performance level every algorithm should reach ($i.e.$ it serves only as a comparison baseline). Additionally, we also compare our approach to a context-aware reduction-based approach, which is based on traditional CF methods [34]. This approach computes recommendations using only the configurations made in the same context as the target one according to the contextual information introduced in Section 5.1. For the Dell laptops product line, we use the context $\text{Usage}$ as pre-filtering data, $\text{Performance}$ as prediction modeling data, and $\text{Price}$ as post-filtering data. For the Library SPL, we use the contexts $\text{Resource Access}$, $\text{Environment}$ and $\text{Age Range}$ as pre-filtering data; and $\text{Device}$ and $\text{Internet Connection}$ as post-filtering data. For more information on those stages, we refer to our previous work [36].

Finally, to demonstrate the improved effectiveness of a context-aware approach, we compare our TF approach with our previously proposed two-dimensional, non-contextual MF approach [34]. This approach uses the BRISMF algorithm by Takács et al. [43] to transform a two-dimensional configuration matrix into a latent space by incremental minimization of an error function. In addition, to make a fair comparison, we encoded unknown feature interests from past configurations as $-1$, instead of using zero entries as in [34, 35].

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we investigate how efficient and effective our proposed N-dimensional context-aware TF algorithm. To this end, we answer the research questions stated in Section 1 based on the results of our evaluation. First, in Section 6.1, we evaluate the efficiency of our approach by comparing it with a random selection of features and four reduction-based approaches. Second, in Section 6.2, we assess the impact of using contextual information by comparing the proposed context-aware TF approach to the non-context-aware MF approach [34]. Finally, in Section 6.3, we demonstrate how fast our approach can self-configure an SPL.

6.1 RQ1: Approach Effectiveness

Figures 3a and 3b present the F-Measure achieved by the six methods: TF, four reduction-based algorithms (user-based CF and AS, and feature-based CF and AS), and a random baseline method. F-Measure combines recall and precision, $i.e.$ higher values are better. On the horizontal axis of the figure, we present the completeness of a configuration, $i.e.$ the percentage of (de)selected features that were given to the method as training data, where only the remaining part of the configuration needed to be self-configured. In practice, it simulates the hard requirements imposed by the context. The reported results for each dataset are averaged over all F-Measures computed for the set of target contexts introduced in Section 5.1, which we use as validation set. For example, for the Dell laptops dataset, we average all F-Measure values from an exhaustive cross-validation in each of the three target contexts ($c.f.$ Section 5.1). Moreover, note that the F-Measure value cannot be directly compared to the previous computed F-Measure values in [34–36], since here we do not compute precision based on the list of the top-10 recommended features. Instead, we run the algorithm each time to self-configure each top-1 feature at once until we have a valid and complete configuration.

In summary, our data reveal that, on average, the TF method outperforms the reduction-based method on the Dell laptop dataset, while it slightly underperforms on the library dataset for feature-based and user-based AS algorithms. Experimentally, when comparing the prediction quality of the reduction-based and the tensor-based approaches, it is clear that the reduction-based approaches work better on larger datasets. On the Library dataset with 74 configurations, the results are even better than on the Dell laptop dataset with 42 configurations. This is because reduction-based approaches [36] provide recommendations on a particular segment and build a local prediction model for this segment. Consequently, these recommendations are based on a small number of configurations limited to the same or similar context. This tradeoff between having fewer yet more relevant data for calculating predictions explains why the reduction-based method underperforms the tensor-based method on some segments and outperforms on others.

Moreover, we observe that all algorithms outperform the baseline random recommender. However, for some algorithms, we observe a decrease of the F-Measure as the configuration becomes more complete, $i.e.$ when we use more than 80% of selected features as training data. This is because the precision considers $w$ as the number of self-configured features to automatically generate a valid and complete configuration. However, for most of the target products, the data validation does not represent a maximum valid configuration ($e.g.$, the relevance of the feature $\text{Additional\_Warranty}$ was not specified by gamer and programmer Dell laptops). Nevertheless, it does not mean that the self-selected features are not relevant since they are represented as unknown relevance ($-1$) in the validation set. Overall, the N-dimensional TF and the AS reduction-based algorithms achieved the best performance over all other algorithms at nearly all stages of the configuration process. The main reason is the benefit of having more historical data for calculating unknown features’ relevance. However, reduction-based approaches are a rather computationally expensive operation as for each combination of contextual requirements, a CF model needs to be trained and tested [36]. Therefore, in the given scenario, the use of a TF algorithm seems more appropriate.

6.2 RQ2: Contextual vs. Non-Contextual

Since it is still not clear if context matters in our scenario, in this section we conducted some experiments to assess the relevance of contextual information. We compare our context-aware multidimensional TF approach with the non-context-aware two-dimensional MF approach introduced in previous work [34] and we analyze the tradeoffs between them. We choose this algorithm instead of others presented in [34] because it is usually more effective since it allows us to discover the latent configurations underlying the interactions.
between users and features. We conduct a comparison analysis between the algorithms from both approaches on our target datasets (see Section 5.1). It is worth mentioning that we do not use the datasets of configurations from [34], since these datasets do not work with NFPs. In Figures 3a and 3b, we present the F-Measure results achieved by both approaches for each considered dataset.

Our data reveal that the performance of the tensor-based approach outperforms the matrix-based approach on both datasets disregarding the completeness of the configuration, which indicates that context matters. The main reason is the benefit of having contextual data for calculating feature predictions, instead of only having binary information. However, the extent to which the contextual approach can outperform the non-contextual approach may depend on many different factors, such as the application domain and the specifics of the contextual available data. Consequently, pure matrix-based approaches work best on static environments where context does not matter.

Overall, our tensor-based approach is more efficient than a pure matrix-based approach via singular value decomposition, whereas on the library SPL dataset the F-Measure values clearly outperform the values achieved in the Dell laptop dataset. This may be because the library SPL consists of a larger dataset with a higher number of context dimensions. Therefore, we believe that for most of the applications with context information available, context-aware recommendation techniques are supposed to outperform non-contextual recommendation techniques. Still, conducting experiments with other SPLs to prove this claim remains part of our future work.

6.3 RQ3: Approach Performance

In a last experiment, we evaluate how fast our approach is by measuring its response time for self-configuring a valid and complete configuration. We record the average response time during the effectiveness experiment presented in Section 6.1 for each target context being analyzed.

Both datasets lead to a reasonable runtime (up to 112.5ms). The prediction runtime of our tensor-based approach is independent of the size of the dataset (i.e., number of previous configurations) and is dominated by the factorization dimensions. For the larger factorization of the Library SPL (7 dimensions), the runtime of our approach is worse than that for the smaller factorization of the Dell laptop (6 dimensions), resulting into 112.5ms and 51.6ms, respectively. The runtime in the Dell laptop dataset for 1-4 context dimensions are 15.6ms, 27.7ms, 39.5ms, and 51.6ms respectively; and in the library dataset for 1-5 context dimensions are 30.2ms, 47.5ms, 71.3ms, 88.8ms, and 112.5ms respectively. Hence, we conclude that our approach scales linearly to the dimensionality of the factors User × Feature × Context.

While we found it to be very sensitive to the number of contextual dimensions (i.e., the more context dimensions exist, the more
of other datasets of configurations with different characteristics could have impacted our results. Still, conducting experiments with other product lines remains part of our future work.

The second validity threat is the selection of the comparison approaches. To address this threat, we have included all known feature-based recommendation algorithms. However, since multi-objective optimization algorithms may also support the process of self-configuration of SPLs, we plan to extend our experiments with optimization algorithms as part of our future work.

Construct validity threats have been addressed by using the same evaluation process for all algorithms and using a standard evaluation metric. To simulate the practical configuration task while measuring the effectiveness and performance of our approach, the set of self-configured features were chosen randomly from the whole set of relevant features. Moreover, to ensure significance of the results, the reported F-Measure values are averaged over 105,000 and 140,000 runs, respectively. However, it is important to mention that our approach is designed to work most effectively when a large dataset of previous configurations and context are available. This is a requirement for our recommender system that allows us to build a set of more reliable configurations.

Finally, to address conclusion validity threats every effort has been made to eliminate machine dependencies and minimize the influence of the environment (i.e., platform, coding, compiling, caching, etc.). Moreover, all tests were performed using the same machine and the same compiler. Furthermore, all the data used to run these experiments is publicly available for replication.

We conclude that while several validity threats exist, our results are promising as we have shown the viability of applying our approach to dynamic SPL configuration scenarios. We assume that most real-world problems will be of similar scale.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose an efficient multidimensional context-aware recommender approach to handle the self-configuration of SPLs at runtime. Our approach adopts a TF recommender algorithm to predict unknown features interest on undefined features from a set of previous configurations according to product requirements. To assess the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted a series of experiments on state-of-the-art product lines. In our experiments, we empirically demonstrated that the proposed context-aware TF approach significantly outperforms the non-contextual MF approach [34, 35] in terms of quality of recommendations. In addition, it has a good performance already at the initial configuration stage. Also, we have shown that although the proposed approach presents a similar behavior to reduction-based recommendation approaches [36], tensor-based approaches seem to be more appropriate in dynamic contexts.

As future work, we aim to explore how the number of previous configurations affect the efficiency of our approach (i.e., at which point they start to be useful). We also aim at exploring various types of statistical tests to identify which of the contextual NFPs are truly significant in the sense that they indeed affect the recommendations. Moreover, we plan to compare our approach with state-of-the-art optimization approaches. Finally, we aim at extending a state-of-the-art SPL configuration tool with our approach.
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